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Introduction

An increasing number of actors in the agricultural sector are endeavouring to improve net actual in-

comes of smallholder farmers. To track actual income of smallholders, companies often collect data 

on the focus crop income of the smallholder households. The focus crop refers to the primary crop 

smallholders supply to the actor(s) interested in data collection. Often limited data is collected be-

yond demographics, farm characteristics and data related to the focus crop, therefore these efforts 

exclude multiple other income streams of smallholder households. Information on total smallholder 

actual income, which includes non-focus crop income, is essential to:

1. Determine the size of the living income gap

2. Inform effective strategies to increase total actual income 

3. Monitor progress in increasing actual incomes towards a living income

In the past, smallholders’ incomes were compared to poverty levels, which are indicative of survival 

and subsistence. Currently, actual smallholders’ incomes are also compared to living income. The Liv-

ing Income Community of Practice (LICoP) defines living income as the “net annual income required 

for a household in a particular place and time to afford a decent standard of living for all members of 

that household”.

It is critical to identify the cost for a household to afford a decent standard of living in a particular 

place and time, which can then be used as a living income benchmark. If a household collectively 

earns an income at the same level as the cost to live decently, that smallholder is earning a living 

income i.e., actual income equals the living income benchmark. Many smallholder farmers’ actual in-

come is not sufficient to achieve a living income, thus creating a living income gap.

It is important to understand that net actual income of a smallholder household may include different 

sources beyond farm activities of the focus crop, such as:

• Income from farm activities, which includes income from the focus crop as well as income 

from additional crops and livestock.

• Off-farm labour income, where family members within the household supplement household 

income with another business, artisanal work, or labour outside the farm. 

• Other sources of income (non-farm, non-labour), including, but not limited to income 

received from: the sale or rental of property; private transfers; and gifts from non-household 

members. 

The total income from all farm activities, off-farm labour and other sources is considered net actual 

income. 

Identifying the net actual income of smallholders can be based on primary data, on secondary data 

or a mix of both. Primary data is collected directly from individual farmers through farmer surveys. 

Whereas primary data collection requires resources, the advantage of survey data is that it provides 

more precise and relevant information particular to the case of interest. Secondary data has not been 

retrieved directly from the farmers of interest and therefore only can provide a proxy or estimation of 
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the actual income of the farmers of interest. Secondary data on farmer incomes can be found in in-

ternational databases, sector reports, national statistics, or academic studies. For guidelines on using 

secondary data on farmer incomes refer to the LiCoP publication on Estimating farmer household 

income, 2020. Primary and secondary data can also complement each other. 

To facilitate companies to collect relevant primary data on smallholder households’ total actual in-

come, IDH, The Sustainable Trade Initiative, presents the Income Measurement Surveys. The surveys 

are structured in a modular way in which each module represents a component of actual income. The 

modular structure of the survey enables companies to select survey (sub-)modules of their interest. 

This way companies may choose to remove (sub-)modules for which they have relevant secondary 

proxy data to shorten the survey. Currently two surveys are available for smallholder farmer house-

holds with the following focus crops: coffee and cocoa. Another survey is in development for tea, and 

IDH is exploring other commodities from which such a survey can be of benefit. 

The Income Measurement Surveys have been developed by IDH, The Sustainable Trade Initiative in 

collaboration with Akvo Foundation. IDH The Sustainable Trade Initiative has experience in collecting 

income data through interviews of 4,300 farmers linked to 13 different analyses of farmer income 

spanning 10 commodities and 6 countries. As IDH’s data collection partner, Akvo has collaborated 

with IDH on survey design and continuous improvement, and Akvo conducts primary data collection. 

Since 2008, Akvo has worked with over 20 governments and 200 organisations in more than 70 

countries and 8 commodities, to improve development project design and continuous improvement 

using data. For more information on IDH data collection methodology and experience read IDH’s 

Primary Data Collection Methodology Note. To make farmer surveys fit-for-purpose in the content of 

living income, desk research was conducted on the most relevant components of household income 

per LICoP guidance. Moreover, consultations with five coffee and five cocoa buyers and suppliers have 

informed the income components of the surveys. 

This guide provides explanations of the survey itself to promote the survey’s initial format and deploy-

ment. The survey guide is divided into three sections:

I. Survey modules

II. Preparing the survey for use

III. Assumptions

Lisa Minère

Innovation Officer

IDH 

Minere@idhtrade.org

Get in touch!

https://c69aa8ac-6965-42b2-abb7-0f0b86c23d2e.filesusr.com/ugd/0c5ab3_de11a0e9da2f4e6b97da2c801ec950d6.pdf
https://c69aa8ac-6965-42b2-abb7-0f0b86c23d2e.filesusr.com/ugd/0c5ab3_de11a0e9da2f4e6b97da2c801ec950d6.pdf
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mailto:Minere%40idhtrade.org?subject=Minere%40idhtrade.org
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I. Survey modules

Introduction
The actual income survey can be divided into three sections:  

1. Introductory questions relate to the farmer and the farm itself. Responses are used for 

administrative purposes as well as retrieval of descriptive farm and farmer knowledge. 

2. Measurement of actual income components gathers the required input for calculating actual 

income of a smallholder farmer of interest. 

3. Additional / finalising questions collect demographics of the farmer household.

The remainder of this section focuses on the measurement of actual income components by 
describing the procedure to calculate actual income. Please refer to the Excel survey file, specifically 

the “{focus crop} full survey” tab for additional support.

As mentioned in the survey guide introduction, the actual income (also referred to as household in-

come or current income) of smallholder farmers comes from a wide range of sources which can be 

categorised into three modules:

1. Income from farm activities (Excel rows 65 – 370).

2. Off-farm labour income (Excel rows 371 – 379).

3. Other sources of non-farm, non-labour income (Excel rows 380 – 392).

Within these three modules, sub-modules capture components of actual income (Figure 1). Each 

sub-module/actual income component will be explained in the following sections. 
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FIGURE 1. VISUALISATION OF THE MATHEMATICAL BREAKDOWN TO GENERATE EACH OF THE THREE MAIN  
INCOME SOURCES
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Net income from farm activities 
The net actual income from farm activities can be calculated by knowing on-farm costs and on-farm 

revenue (sub-modules from core survey module 1). To calculate net income from farm activities, the 

below five subcomponents need to be gathered from the farmers. The IDH Income Measurement 

Surveys divide net crop income over the first three subcomponents to distinguish each crop’s con-

tribution and relevance to the household. The surveys balance rigor with time and cost efficiency by 

including more detailed questions on the focus crop and two other crops with highest contributions 

to the total household income. Detailed information on the focus crop provides relevant information 

for buyers to increase farmer income through the focus crop. Detailed information on costs and rev-

enues of the two highest income crops contributes to the accuracy of the most relevant components 

of total net farm income.

1. Net income from the focus crop (e.g. coffee or cocoa)

2. Net income from the two highest income-generating crops,  

apart from the focus crop

3. Net income from other crops

4. Net income from livestock

5. General farm costs

Table 1 describes the income sources and costs which are considered to measure net income from 

farm activities. 
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TABLE 1: INCOME SOURCES AND COSTS CONSIDERED TO MEASURE NET INCOME FROM FARM ACTIVITIES

Revenue  

References to the rows in the Excel survey are provided in the first column in parentheses as a guide only

Revenues from crops 

(Excel rows 65-75)

Revenue from the sale of crops produced on the farm to sell to external parties (e.g., 

coffee or cocoa).

For revenue from the focus crop, measure revenues from different varieties pro-

duced separately (if applicable). 

Example: identify the quantity of coffee variety A produced and the price received 

for a unit of coffee variety A. Multiply the quantity sold by the price received for a 

unit of the coffee variety to calculate revenues from coffee variety A. Repeat for 

other coffee varieties produced by the household. Add the revenues from the dif-

ferent crop varieties to calculate total revenues from coffee.

Revenues from livestock

(Excel rows 341-358)

Revenue from the sale of livestock, livestock products and livestock by-products 

(e.g. meat, eggs, milk).

Costs

Hired labour costs Hired labour costs used to assist the farmer with crop-production activities or tak-

ing care of livestock. 

Costs for inputs  

(Excel rows 179-189, 304-314)

Costs for inputs for production of crops (e.g., fertiliser, seedlings, crop protection, 

water, electricity).

Crop transport costs  

(Excel rows 76, 201)

Costs made to transport crops (e.g., transport costs to sell crops to the market).

Rejuvenation costs (perennial crops)  

(Excel rows 304-318)

Costs for rejuvenations of trees. Applicable for coffee and cocoa as these are pe-

rennial crops, taking a few years to mature before producing yield and whose pro-

ductivity decreases at older age. 

Fodder and water (Excel row 357) Costs for fodder and water for livestock.

Medicines and veterinary services  

(Excel row 358)

Costs for medicines and veterinary services for livestock.

Fixed on-farm costs Fixed costs such as land, insurance, taxes or membership of a cooperative.

Equipment costs (Excel rows 359-362) Costs for purchasing or maintaining on-farm equipment.
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Non-farm labour income 
Non-farm labour income consists of two subcomponents described in Table 2: the net household 

income gained from running one or more local business(es) and the net income from wage labour 

received by the household members.  

Other income 

Table 3 focuses on farmer households earning income from non-farm, non-labour income sources, 

also referred to as “other income”.

Net income local business  
(Excel rows 371-378)

Household members can manage one or more local businesses, ranging from owning 
barbershops to being a taxi driver or providing farm-equipment repair services. 
Business net income is calculated by subtracting the business costs from business 
revenues. The income survey asks for net income from the local business(es) directly 
and not for revenues and costs.

Income from wage labour  
(row 379)

Household members can be engaged in labour for an external employer doing 
agricultural, non-agricultural or seasonal work in exchange for cash income or income 
in-kind. The survey does not consider costs incurred for wage labour.

TABLE 2: DESCRIPTION OF COSTS USED TO CALCULATE INCOME FROM NON-FARM LABOUR SOURCES

TABLE 3: DESCRIPTION OF FINANCIAL TRANSFERS AND OTHER SOURCES OF INCOME  
USED TO CALCULATE “OTHER INCOME”

Revenues (Excel rows 380-392)

Public transfers Public transfers can be transfers received from the government, NGOs or other public organisations.

Private transfers Private transfers can be remittances received from friends or family members, transfers from private 
organisations or gifts.

Net income from rent 
or sale of properties

Farmers can earn income from renting out or selling equipment, land or other properties, or the sale 
of other services such as sharing their technical expertise.

Other sources Other sources of non-farm, non-labour income capture income from rent of land, equipment, or 
other assets and any other source not specified by the described categories in this module. Sources 
may differ per household.
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Additional survey notes
Crop seasons and survey length 

The survey is designed to measure actual income from the past 12 months. Therefore, if there were 

multiple crop seasons of a crop in the past 12 months, income and/or costs for a crop are questioned 

for each season separately.  

Surveys focusing on cocoa and coffee are designed to measure net income from cocoa and coffee 

for a maximum of two seasons. The survey contains many questions applicable for various situations. 

Each farmer will only respond to the portion of the questions that are applicable to them based on 

the answers they provide. For example, a farmer with only one crop season in the past 12 months will 

not be asked questions on a second crop season. 

Answer options relevant for respondent

In some cases, farmers are given the opportunity to provide their responses using a timeframe align-

ing with their memory. A farmer may indicate whether they remember the costs spent on hired la-

bour for a certain activity per hour, per week, per day, per month, or per event. 
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Introduction to the intake form
As the measurements for costs and revenue sources can differ per context, an intake form was pre-

pared to adjust the survey to align it with the context of interest. Topics from the intake form focus 

on four main purposes: 

1. Adapting survey response options with multiple-choice questions and/or a predetermined 

list eliminates farmers responding with open-ended answers. 

2. Adapting survey questions to ensure farmers in the context of interest understand the 

questions.

3. Administering and collecting data such as contact, partner, geographic and other general 

information. 

4. Data analysing and cleaning by collecting valid responses of key outcomes of interest. Using 

a range for the market price of a crop by necessitating a maximum and/or minimum value is 

one such example. 

Purpose of each element captured  
in the intake form
Each individual element of the intake form fulfils one or multiple purpose(s). Table 4 lists the topics 

captured from the intake form and each purpose of inclusion.

II. Preparing the survey for use 
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Topic Purpose of inclusion

Adapt survey 
response 
options

Adapt 
survey 

questions

Administration or 
data-collection 

preparation

Data analysis 
or data  
cleaning

Partner information

Company information

Availability of farmer database

General context

Administrative division of country of interest

Units of land measurement

Average farm size

Crop of interest

Local currency

Data collection permit required

Local conditions to consider

Crop specific (cocoa/coffee)

Average farm size dedicated to focus crop

Main unit of weight measurement for focus crop

Market-price range focus crop

Yield range crop of interest

Main sources of income

Type of cocoa/coffee variety produced

Step of production process wherein coffee is sold

Type of equipment used

Local way of addressing production levels

Availability of records of inputs, quantity sold and prices

Types of input used

Type of labour activities

Number of harvest seasons per year

Other

Membership of cooperatives and information on certifi-
cation providers

Non-labour income sources

Type of livestock/poultry from which income is earned

Crops other than focus crop produced by farmers in the 
region

Loan providers

Products and/or services received by the farmers

TABLE 4: TOPICS COVERED BY INTAKE FORM AND THEIR PURPOSE
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There are several steps required when preparing the survey for use. Please reference the Excel ver-

sion of the survey as a reference guide.

STEP 1

Have the core survey ready for adjustments

Depending on the purpose of data collection as well as the tool used to collect data, consider the 

best “location” to adjust the survey by selecting one of the following options:

A. If data collection is via an online survey tool and the survey is conducted in multiple 

contexts: digitalise the basic survey (tab “Paper Survey” in Excel) using the online survey tool 

first. Each time the survey is prepared for data collection in a new context, make a copy of the 

basic survey; the copy will be used to adapt the basic survey to the context of interest.

B. If data collection is via an online survey tool and the survey is conducted in one context: 

adjust the survey directly in the Excel file (tab “Paper Survey”) first then digitalise. 

• If the possibility exists where the survey might be used in the future, consider digitalising 

the survey using the online tool first before making a copy; see option A.

C. If data collection is on paper: adjust the survey directly in Excel (tab “Paper Survey”) before 

delivering a paper survey.

STEP 2

Fill in the intake form with a local expert

A local expert, such as an agronomist, a partner representative or someone with knowledge on the 

context of interest and the focus crop, will aid in completing the intake form. Conducting a short 

interview with the expert will help determine who is best suited to fill in the intake form.

Adjust survey questions using the intake form

The filled-in intake form can now be used to adapt the survey questions. The Excel file (tab “{focus 

crop} full survey”) has questions highlighted in light blue and dark blue. These questions need to 

be rephrased and the questions should be adapted as follows:

• Light-blue highlighted cells   in column F (“Text”) contain the input desired and a reference 

number to the intake form within brackets ([ ]). Column AF may contain a link to that section 

of the intake form. The figure below demonstrates a cocoa survey example. Question Q2.7 

(row 13) requires the [LAND MEASUREMENT UNIT INDICATED in section 2.2] of the intake 

form. If the indicated main land measurement unit was hectares, Q2.7 (cell F13) should be 

rephrased to: Do you use hectares as a measurement unit for land measurement? 

STEP 3
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• Dark-blue highlighted  cells in column F contain questions applicable only if the options 

require adjustment by the local expert in the intake form. Only two adjustment types exist: 1) 

adding additional question options or 2) indicating question options from the default survey 

are not applicable. A reference to the correct place in the intake form is indicated [within 

brackets] for the dark-blue question; column AF may provide a link to the actual location in 

the intake form. 

1. When the local expert has added additional question categories, substitute the reference 

to the intake form [within brackets] with the applicable options provided by the expert. 

The default survey includes one dark-blue highlighted question to substitute the reference 

to the intake form [within brackets] with one additional question option shown in the 

intake form. If more than one additional question option is added in the intake form, 

insert an extra row in Excel to ask the same question, inserting a row for each additional 

question option separately. If no additional question options are filled in the intake form, 

eliminate the dark blue question.

2. If the local expert indicated question options from the default survey are not applicable to 

the local context, remove this question.

The link between the intake form (Section 5.2) and the full survey form (Section 16)  demonstrates 

how to clarify the usage of the dark-blue highlighted questions. The following two figures (Excel 

snapshots of the intake and full survey forms) provide an example:

The local expert had determined section 5.2 in the intake form could have two other income sources 

for the local context. Excel tab “Intake form {focus crop}” displays the options to indicate the alter-

native income sources as an income source in Q16.1 (Excel rows 123-127, column D). From the exam-

ple, the two relevant sources will be placed in rows 123 and 124 (Figure 3).

FIGURE 2: REPHRASING QUESTIONS HIGHLIGHTED IN LIGHT BLUE
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Therefore, question Q16.11 (row 390, highlighted in dark blue) on the full survey form should be re-

phrased for the first relevant source and one additional row should be inserted for Q16.12 to contain 

the second relevant source (Figure 4). 

FIGURE 3:  INTAKE FORM SECTION 5.2: OFF-FARM, NON-LABOUR INCOME

FIGURE 4: FULL SURVEY FORM: DARK-BLUE HIGHLIGHTED QUESTIONS
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Adjust survey responses using the intake form

The intake form can add response options for multiple-choice questions. Cells highlighted in  yellow  

indicate where response options should be added if necessary (i.e., if alternative options are indicat-

ed in the intake form). 

The link between the intake form (Section 4.6) and the full survey form (Section 7) clarifies the us-

age of questions highlighted in yellow. Please refer to the following two figures (snapshots from Ex-

cel’s intake and full survey forms) for an example:

The local expert had determined the main input types used for the focus crop production, which are 

displayed in the intake form, Section 4.6 (Excel rows 68-78)  

(Figure 5).

STEP 4

FIGURE 5: INTAKE FORM SECTION 4.6: INPUT TYPES FOR FOCUS CROP PRODUCTION

Thus, Question Q7.1 (Excel “{focus crop} full survey” tab, row 179) uses the input types from the in-

take form to generates a multiple-choice list from which the farmer can indicate the inputs used for 

the focus crop production. Any relevant input not listed from responses should be added to Q7.1 

(in the yellow highlighted section, column “I”). Likewise, Question Q7.9 (row 187, highlighted in dark 

blue), should be rephrased and questions should be added if multiple alternative inputs are indicated 

(as explained in Step 3). 
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FIGURE 6: FULL SURVEY FORM: MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUESTION HIGHLIGHTED IN YELLOW 

STEP 5

Adjust dependencies

Typically, a question asked is dependent on the response the farmer provided earlier in the survey. 

On the full survey form, a question on which another question is dependent is reported in column O 

and the answer option which determines whether a question is asked is reported in column P. Since 

some of the questions and responses are adjusted in previous former steps, the dependency rules 

for some questions need to be adjusted. 

To illustrate how the dependency rules and the colouring of the cells work, assume question B de-

pends on the multiple-choice response indicated for question A. Question A is rephrased based on 

input from the intake form and also its multiple-choice options are dependent in the intake form. This 

causes the dependency rules for question B to change. These rules should be adjusted by hand if 

this is not automated using an online survey tool. 

The survey uses the following colours to indicate how the dependency rules should be adjusted: 

• Cells in column O highlighted with red indicate the dependency of question A should be 

adjusted

• Cells in column P highlighted with green indicate the cells where the response option of 

question A should be adjusted. 

The link between the intake form (Section 4.7) and the full survey form (Section 9: profit from farm 

activities – labour and transportation costs – focus crop – season 2) demonstrates how to adjust de-

pendencies of the red and green highlighted questions. The following two figures (Excel snapshots 

of the intake and full survey forms) provide an example:

The local expert had determined farmers may execute irrigation/watering and selling, two 

“alternative labour activities” available in the intake form to produce the focus crop (Excel rows 85 

and 90, respectively).
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FIGURE 7: INTAKE FORM SECTION 4.7: INPUT TYPES FOR FOCUS CROP PRODUCTION

Therefore, the full survey form’s answer in Q9.92 and question in Q9.95 would be dependent on 

those “alternative labour activities” indicated in the intake form. Given this example, water/irrigation 

and selling would become part of the Answer(s) (cell P292) and Question (cell O295) shown in  

Figure 8.

FIGURE 8: FULL SURVEY FORM WITH ROWS REQUIRING DEPENDENCY ADJUSTMENTS
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Automate: input from a response is used as input for a question

If possible, some questions should be rephrased based on responses provided earlier in the survey. 

Questions for which this linkage to other questions applies are highlighted in orange. 

One example is the link between Q2.13 and Q12.1. The farmer is asked in Q2.13 (Excel row 19 – not shown) 

to indicate the crop that generates the highest income after the focus crop. Q12.1 is reported in the fig-

ure below (Excel row 326). If the farmer responds “rice” to Q2.13, Q12.1 should be rephrased to reflect the 

answer to Q2.13 to read: “In the past 12 months, how much rice did you produce?”

STEP 6

FIGURE 9: REPHRASED QUESTION BASED ON A RESPONSE PROVIDED EARLIER IN THE SURVEY

If an automatic change to a question based on an earlier response is not possible, adding an enumerator 

note to the question is recommended to clarify the question refers to an earlier-provided response in the 

survey (in this example, the crop that generates the highest income for the households other than cocoa). 

STEP 7

STEP 8

Make other context-specific adjustments

Survey cells highlighted in  purple  are reserved for other context-specific, required adjustments. Including 

an informed consent (Excel cell F4), which applies for the context of interest, is one such example.

Using the intake form for other purposes

Stated earlier, the intake form can also be used for either administrative purposes and data collection 

preparation or data cleaning and analysis. What this practically implies can differ per context. Examples 

of using the intake form for data-collection preparation are assessing whether a data-collection permit is 

required or whether local conditions (e.g., political unrest or bad weather) can affect data collection. It is 

advised to share the completed intake form with the team responsible for data cleaning and analysis as it 

can provide them with knowledge on the context of interest and knowledge on valid responses.    
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TABLE 5: OVERVIEW OF COLOURS IN THE SURVEYS AND THEIR EXPLANATION

Overview of adjustments per colour

The table below shows a quick overview of the different colours in the surveys and an explanation of 

the corresponding adjustments necessary based on the input from the intake form. 

Cell colour Corresponding survey adjustment

Light-blue cells Rephrase question in column F 

Dark-blue cells Rephrase question in column F and add the same question for each additional option provided in the 
intake form or remove default questions regarding default options indicated as non-applicable in the 
intake form

Yellow Adjust survey response options column I

Red Rephrase the dependency question in column O 

Green Rephrase the response options in column P

Orange Automate the phrasing of the question based on an earlier response. When not possible, add an  
enumerator note to the question explaining to which earlier response in the survey this question refers

Purple Adjust informed consent to local context

III. Assumptions

Assumptions are made related to costs and income that are expected to be irrelevant for the majori-

ty of farmers of interest in order to limit the number of survey questions and prevent irrelevant ques-

tions to be asked to the majority of farmers. Survey users may wish to consider setting context-spe-

cific assumptions to simplify data collection.  

• Cocoa or coffee is not used for own consumption.

• Actual income is only shared by the household members as actual income is measured with 

the intention of measuring the living income gap.
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Definitions

Word or phrase Description

Net Actual income, current 
income, household income

The sum of net income (revenue minus costs) from three main income sources: income from 
farm activities; off-farm labour income; and other sources of non-farm, non-labour income.

Decent standard of living Having enough money for food, housing, education, health care, transportation, and other es-
sential needs, which includes the provision for unexpected events (e.g., fire, drought, hospitalisa-
tions) once farm costs are covered. 

Farm An area of land, together with house and buildings, used to grow cops and/or keep animals as a 
business.

Farmer One who owns or takes care of a farm.

Focus crop Refers to the primary crop smallholders supply to the actor(s) interested in data collection.

Household size A household is a person or group of people (blood related or not), who share the same dwell-
ing (or part of it), share main meals, and/or deal in common with other basic needs, based on a 
common budget.

Income from farm activities Income from the focus crop, income from other crops as well as income from livestock.

LICoP Living Income Community of Practice

Living income Net annual income required for a household in a particular place to afford a decent standard of 
living for all members of that household.

Living income benchmark The calculated income level a typical household in a particular region needs to cover their basic 
needs. The goal is for the actual income to reach (and exceed) the level of the living income.

Living income gap The difference between smallholder farmers’ actual income and living income. The goal is to 
eliminate the living income gap.

Net income All money left after subtracting the costs from the total money received. (Revenue minus costs)

Non-farm, non-labour 
income

Income received from the sale or rental of property, private transfers, and gifts from non-house-
hold members, etc.

Off-farm labour income 
(net off-farm income)

Family members within the household supplementing household income with another business, 
artisanal work, or labour outside the farm.

Other sources of non-farm, 
non-labour income

Examples include income received from the sale or rental of property, private transfers, and gifts 
from non-household members.

Primary data Data collected directly from individual farmers through farmer surveys. Whereas primary data 
collection requires resources, the advantage of survey data is that it provides more precise and 
relevant information particular to the case of interest. 

Secondary data Data not directly retrieved from the farmers of interest and therefore only can provide a proxy 
or estimation of the actual farmer income of the farmers of interest. Secondary information on 
farmer incomes can be found in international databases, sector reports, national statistics, or 
academic studies.

Revenue Money received by selling products without subtracting costs.
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